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Background



Good practices in research evaluation

Leiden Manifesto

“construction of the databases required for evaluation should follow clearly stated rules, set 
before the research has been completed” 

“To ensure data quality, all researchers included in bibliometric studies should be able to check 
that their outputs have been correctly identified. Everyone directing and managing evaluation 

processes should assure data accuracy, through self-verification or third-party audit”

San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA)

“11. Be open and transparent by providing data and methods used to calculate all metrics”

“12. Provide the data under a licence that allows unrestricted reuse, and provide computational 
access to data, where possible”

“14. Account for the variation in article types (e.g., reviews versus research articles), and in 
different subject areas when metrics are used, aggregated, or compared”



Two ENRESSH surveys on databases

Survey #1 identification of national

bibliographic databases for

social sciences and humanities

scope: 41 countries

95% response rate

Survey #2 a detailed description of

comprehensiveness and

data processing

scope: 17 databases

76% response rate

Sīle, L., Guns, R., Sivertsen, G., & Engels, T. C. E. (2017). European Databases and Repositories for Social Sciences and Humanities Research Output (p. 25). 
Retrieved from ECOOM & ENRESSH website: https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5172322.v2
Sīle, L., Pölönen, J., Sivertsen, G., Guns, R., Engels, T. C. E., Arefiev, P., … Teitelbaum, R. (2018). Comprehensiveness of national bibliographic databases for 
social sciences and humanities: Findings from a European survey. Research Evaluation, 27(4), 310–322. https://doi.org/10.1093/reseval/rvy016

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5172322.v2
https://doi.org/10.1093/reseval/rvy016


ENRESSH-VIRTA Proof of Concept

a collaborative pilot project exploring a potential cost-efficient solution for the 
integration of European research information

for SSH but not excluding other fields

carried out between 3/2017-3/2018

with partners from Belgium, Finland, Norway, and Spain

builds on the strengths of the Finnish VIRTA Publication Information Service

Puuska, H.-M., Guns, R., Pölönen, J., Sivertsen, G., Mañana-Rodríguez, J., & Engels, T. (2018). Proof of 
concept of a European database for social sciences and humanities publications: Description of the VIRTA-
ENRESSH pilot (p. 23). Retrieved from CSC & ENRESSH website: 
https://doi.org/10.6084/M9.FIGSHARE.5993506

https://doi.org/10.6084/M9.FIGSHARE.5993506


Workshop in Antwerp, Belgium

Sīle, L., Guns, R., & Engels, T. C. E. (2018, November 13). Towards more consistent, transparent, and multi-purpose national bibliographic databases for 
research output. Retrieved 14 February 2019, from LSE Impact Blog website: https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/2018/11/13/towards-
more-consistent-transparent-and-multi-purpose-national-bibliographic-databases-for-research-output/

https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/2018/11/13/towards-more-consistent-transparent-and-multi-purpose-national-bibliographic-databases-for-research-output/


The concept of the manual

Manual of best practices

Manual of GOOD practices

30 issues to think about in database design, organisation, maintenance, and usage

! For research evaluation

! For social sciences and humanities

A source of inspiration, a trigger for a discussion

NOT a step-by-step guide



Challenges and limitations

Challenge #1 :  multiple standards in terminology

One and the same aspect can be named and conceptualised in multiple ways

Metadata schema or data model?

Stakeholder engagement or service design?

Semantic interoperability or cross-cultural validity?

Challenge #2 :  choosing the right level of detail

Different user groups of the manual require different level of detail in different 
directions

More technicalities

More theory from librarianship

More on legal issues



Content



Overview



1. Identify and make explicit the purpose(s) of the database

7. Collaborate with stakeholders

10. Aim for inclusion of a wide range of research output types

30. Follow and adapt to developments in research practices, 
research policy, and database maintenance



1. Identify and make explicit the purpose(s) of the database

| Helps to design the database in line with users’ needs

http://s3.amazonaws.com/stripgenerator/strip/23/50/96/00/00/full.png



Different emphases in purpose (database logics)

“Furthermore, there is another group of beneficiaries - located between the scientists 
and the layman citizen - these are the teachers, students, hobby scientists. The portal 
functions of the [database] can lead them to scientific results - publications residing 
in repositories - they can understand and use in their studies.”

Enlightenment

New Public Management
“The most important criteria for project evaluation and subsequent funding, is the 
number of papers published by researchers working on various projects. That was 
the main reason for the Ministry of Science and Technology to initiate a concept of 
electronic bibliography in the network environment”

Data collection per se
“The main objective is to comprehensively register publication activities of … 
universities in electronic form.”

Source: Unpublished results from Linda Sīle’s doctoral study.  Analysis based on textual materials collected in 2016-2018.



Overview of database logics for 12 databases

Source: Unpublished results from Linda Sīle’s doctoral study.  Analysis based on textual materials collected in 2016-2018.



Example #1

The main purpose of the database is to calculate bibliometric indicators for research 

funding allocation system

--The database does not have a user interface online for searching, 

browsing and other ways of interacting with the database content

--The annual reporting of indicators is hindered since there is no information 

on affiliations of authors for publications recorded in the database

What could be the next step in the development of this database?



Example #2

The idea is to implement a database for a wide variety of purposes: for research evaluation and 

funding allocation, for reporting to funders and the government, for knowledge dissemination, 

for bibliometric research, and for linguistic and historical research.

--The different potential user groups are involved in discussion on the database design.

--Each user groups has different requirements for the database.

--The available resources are limited and uncertain.

What could be the next step in the development of the database?



1. Identify and make explicit the purpose(s) of the database

| Keeps everyone on the same page

Source: https://s3.amazonaws.com/thumbnails.illustrationsource.com/huge.103.518189.JPG



7. Collaborate with stakeholders

| Contributes to usability, publicity and quality of the database

Researchers Users
Governmental 
organisations

Research 
performing 

organisations

Librarians
International 
organisations

Bibliometricians Developers

Data providers Funders ? ?



10. Aim for inclusion of a wide range of research output types

| Facilitates multiple uses of the database

Institutional or departmental research evaluation

Reports to funders and governmental bodies

Research output overviews online

Information retrieval

…



10. Aim for inclusion of a wide range of research output types

What does a ‘wide range’ mean?



10. Aim for inclusion of a wide range of research output types

What does a ‘wide range’ mean?

Source: Multiple sources consulted in May 2018

What is included in the database?

-- Is the focus on publications?

-- Can alternative forms of research output be included?

(corpora, artworks, software, research protocol)

-- Can forms of knowledge dissemination be included? 

(lectures, conference talks, interviews with the press, organisation of 

conferences)

How fine-grained is the classification of research output 

types?

-- Will there be one or multiple categories for different kinds of books? 

(e.g., monographs, edited volumes, and text books)

-- Will there be separate categories depending on the audience of the 

publication (scholarly, professional, general public) or the use of peer-

review or location of the publisher?



10. Aim for inclusion of a wide range of research output types

The wider the range, the more resources are required

At the implementation stage:

-- development of a vocabulary (+ definitions + guidelines for implementation and use)

At the use stage:

-- Responses to questions about the use of different research output

-- discussions

-- Monitoring of the accuracy of the research output types



30. Follow and adapt to developments in research practices, 
research policy, and database maintenance

| Ensures that the database remains up-to-date

Changes in the needs of users

--different requirements for reporting?

--demands for expanded functionality?

Changes in research practices 

--new research output types?

--new academic disciplines?

Changes in research policy 

--demands for evidence on different questions

Changes in technologies

! Backward compatibility

! Up-to-date documentation

! Procedures for data provenance



Discussion in groups

1. Consider the kinds databases for which this recommendation is highly important and for 
which it can be less relevant!

--Is it applicable to all databases for research output? Only for those used in research evaluation? Only for those 
focused on the social sciences and humanities?

--Does it matter whether the database is in-house built solution or developed using an open source platform?

--How about institutional databases? Institutional repositories? Digital archives? Is the recommendation applicable?

2. Relate the recommendations to the database you have experience with!

--Is the practice the same as described in the recommendation?

--If no, what would be steps towards implementing the recommendation? What challenges could be
anticipated?

--If yes, how the aspect in consideration could be developed further?

--How the implementation of this recommendation could influence user experience?

20 minutes

3. Share a ‘take home’ message from the discussion in your group!



Thank you!

Linda.Sile@uantwerpen.be
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